Machine Features:

1. Guides on platens for perfect movement of the movable pressing platen.

2. ABS control board with Siemens touchscreen control system which allows to set all machine functions.

3. Protection grids of the heating plant (press with boiler). CE rules

4. Movable platen lock system in order to ensure full safety in the case of maintenance in the lower part of the press. (CE rules).

5. Double rack system to guarantee perfect platen movement: no. 2 groups lengthwise and no. 2 groups crosswise connected by a torsion bar.

6. Safety switch via rope all around the machine in order to allow everyone to stop the movement of the movable platen in the case of emergency.

7. Cylinder fixing system to the press structure. The mounting is made by means of bolts to allow a quick maintenance of the cylinder or its replacement.

8. Hawe hydraulic unit with double pump and motor in oil bath for longer life, less noise and better lubrication.

Specifications are subject to change.
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